View the complete version: How many of us still have Surfs?

Posted by: Albannach
Date: 12-09-2018 00:34:33
That's another thing I was wondering.
I'm on my 4th, a 2nd gen 3L V6.
Posted by: abecketts
Date: 12-09-2018 10:08:00
I think you are on your own, Bio has gone over to the dark side and bought a Land Rover, I've got a lexus and a discovery and
Squirrel has a push bike.
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 12-09-2018 12:50:20
I have a hilux thank you very much
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 12-09-2018 19:42:11
abecketts wrote:
I think you are on your own, Bio has gone over to the dark side and bought a Land Rover, I've got a
lexus and a discovery and Squirrel has a push bike.
I'll hsve you know I still have a 4x4, it's a hybrid Pug 3008 :P
Posted by: Matt
Date: 14-10-2018 16:13:47
I finally let mine go earlier this year. On the plus side, the new owner has it up & running again.
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 15-10-2018 15:22:08
And the Austin.....
Posted by: Matt
Date: 15-10-2018 23:03:56
...is still in the front shed. :D
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 03-11-2018 14:28:35
:(
I wish we still had the Surf - wife wanted summat more like a car so she got a Kuga for her 55th birthday and the Surf went
:( A couple of months I had the heart attack/quad bypass etc and we ended up getting a puppy, she virtually stopped working
to look after the puppy and after 12 months started talking about getting another puppy to keep Isla company ...

At this point I blew up cos one 43kg Bernese Mountain Dog is sufficient in a Kuga, two would mean no space for anything
else
when we're dragging the tin tent around ! With hindsight we should have kept the 3rd Gen, sent it to Vince for a healthy
dose of Lexus and then spent some money on making it shiny, comfortable and a bit more up to date.
Ain't hindsight marvelous ?
:cool:
Posted by: BigBobE
Date: 08-12-2018 05:22:31
I'm finally back in a 4x4 somewhat,
I picked up an 07 range rover vogue, 3.6 v8 diesel.
Thing is so comfortable but a serious pig on diesel...
Posted by: abecketts
Date: 08-12-2018 16:39:00
BigBobE wrote:
I'm finally back in a 4x4 somewhat,
I picked up an 07 range rover vogue, 3.6 v8 diesel.
Thing is so comfortable but a serious pig on diesel...
Very brave person, says someone who is pro landrover
Posted by: meooo
Date: 09-12-2018 13:44:55
Travelling in Spain earlier this year we got caught up in traffic three times..... Car fires.....all range rovers (or
discoveries)

